
Power Screed Instructions 
 

1. Strike-off selection:  Use straight fir or hardwood lumber selecting correct length from the table below.  Strike-
offs should be 6” to 8” longer than outside of forms. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2. For long runs of the same span size, wear on strike-offs with screws, 12” o.c., countersunk into vertical flange of 
angles.  For continuous operation on same span size, bolt front channel strike-offs solid to steel flats opposite L-
bolts in holes provided. 
 
Wide spans of 18’ or more require 2 Screedmatics.  Units should be centered o quarter points. 
Example:  on 20’ span, each screed should be centered 5’ from each end to get uniform vibration. 
 

3. L-bolts should be screwed into wood strike-offs ¼”.  Tighten wing nuts by tapping with hammer and retighten 
after first run. 
 

4. Rough-strike with rake or shovel to approximate thickness.  Keep excess concrete moved from the front of the 
machine.  Do not remove material from between strike-off or you will create an uneven surface and drag up 
exposed rock. 
 

5. The vibration of the Screedmatic gives it a natural forward motion.  Do not push down or pull up on handle 
when moving forward.  Operate machine with handle in center of the keepers.  The handle must not ride on 
frame.  Use a slight amount of pull on the handle, allowing the machine to “walk” toward you. 
 

6. The vibratory action of Screedmatic is controlled wholly by the RPM of the engine.  The engine should be 
started, idled to a point where the clutch will release and not turn the belt and vibrating wheels.  Slowly increase 
the speed of the engine by use of the hand throttle to the required vibration.  This is the point at which the front 
strike-off is thoroughly compacting the coarse materials and leaving approximately ¼” of surface fat.  The trailing 
strike-off leaves the slab true and smooth.  Regulate speed to correct vibration required for each operation.  
Rarely is full throttle needed. 
 

7. A 1” x 3” nailed flat to the top of the strike-off, joining forward and trailing strike-offs about one foot from either 
end, will aid in lifting machine for placement.  If operator prefers, ropes ma bye tied to nailers for use instead of 
the handle.  Ropes should be long enough to prevent lifting of the machine when pulling. 
 

NOTES: 
Best results are obtained with a Screedmatic using a low (2” to 2-1/2”) slump mix.  This permits a minimum of water for 
high strength concrete, and you are able to use larger sized aggregate for slabs, increasing the compressive strength of 
the concrete or reducing the amount of cement necessary for a specified compression test.  Screedmatic will bring up 
the fats for easier finishing, compacting the coarse material and dropping the rock approximately ¼” below the surface. 
 
When finished with Screedmatic or waiting for additional concrete, allow engine to idle down to where vibratory wheels 
are not turning to a point of vibration.  Allow engine to idle a minute or two before stopping. 

Size: Span: 
2” x 4” 10’ 
2” x 6” 16’ 
2” x 8” 22’ 
2” x 10” or 12” 30’ 


